Primate drinking system as defined by electrical stimulation of the brain (ESB).
Four rhesus monkeys were examined by ESB for drinking sites in structures that had been previously demonstrated to support drinking behavior. Three yielded a significantly greater proportion of drinking sites than expected from the earlier study, and one yielded significantly less. As the exploration proceeded, the proportion of sites yielding drinking greatly increased in the drinkers and decreased in the nondrinker, and the ratio of stimulus-bound to nonstimulus-bound drinking sites increased in the drinkers but decreased in the nondrinker. Orienting responses decreased in both drinker and nondrinker as exploration proceeded. Two sites that had reliably supported drinking in the restraint chair failed to do so when telestimulated in a free environment, but instead yielded turning, walking, and climbing behavior. The results suggest that ESB-elicited drinking is determined by stimulation of several overlapping neural systems. These probably include ascending dopaminergic and cholinergic systems which are relatively thirst specific, and a nonspecific, cholinergic component of the reticular activating system which triggers the animal to execute a prepotent response which is specific to a given animal with a given history of stimulation under particular enviromental constraints. The learning of stimulus bound drinking is proposed to have its neural locus within the system which mediates the prepotent response, rather than in a thirst system or general activation system.